Copy & print all the arrows on cardstock.
  • Laminate & cut out each arrow.
  • Hole punch on the flat end of the arrows.
  • Read & talk about each arrow.
  • String the cut-out arrows onto an O-ring.
  • Use the Title arrow as a cover for the tool.
• Include this Literacy Grammar tool in a Writing Center as an easy-access Resource.
• Attach it to a 3-ring Writing binder or spiral notebook.
• Write & add more rules on the Blank Arrows.
the first letter of the first word of a sentence

the letter “I” when it stands alone as a pronoun

the first letter of a person’s names
the first letter of a pet’s name

the first letter of street names

the first letter of city, town & village names
the first letter of a state & country names

the first letter of continent names

the first letter of body of water names
the first letter of mountain names

the first letter of school names

the first letter of business names
the first letter of special product names
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the first letter of weekday names

the first letter of month names
the first letter of holiday names

the first letter of book title names

the first letter of magazine names
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the first letter of newspaper names